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Favorable tox profile
Life cycle advantage
Low Drift formulations

Why are sprays important to us?

Majority of agrochemical products are diluted and sprayed!
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Off-Target Movement = Drift
Drift contribution as a function of spray
droplet size
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Droplets < ~150 μm are the
primary contributors to drift
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Physical Drift: Movement of spray particles3.5
before they hit the target
Drift minimized by controlling the driftable fines3 (< 200 mm particles)
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Product performance typically improves with decreasing
droplet sizes
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Objective: Minimize drift without sacrificing
efficacy
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How do we characterize sprays?
 Contact Angle:
 Measured by Optical tensiometer

 Effectiveness of droplet spreading on the substrate

 Dynamic Surface Tension
 Measured by Bubble surface tension meter at
surface age from 10 to 1000 ms.
 Provides information of the interfacial tension at the time of
drop formation

 Viscosity, Density and Evaporation Time
 Determine variations on these basic physical
properties of spray solutions.
Courtesy: https://www.kruss.de/services/education-theory/glossary/bubble-pressure-tensiometer/
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How do we characterize sprays?
Nozzles

Droplet Size Spectrum Measurement
Dv0.1, Dv0.5 (Volume Median Diameter), Dv0.9
Spray volume fraction less than 150 μm (driftable fines)
Spray settings should closely mimic actual field conditions
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Tank mix partners, nozzle type, etc

Although empirical evidence exists to guide the development
of low drift formulations, mechanistic understanding of the
formation of driftable fines is still missing.
From Spraying system co. Ltd
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Fundamental Modeling of Spray Atomization
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Drift – It’s all about the fines
• Saw earlier that wind induced droplet drift can have a negative impact in agriculture
• Minimize the number of smaller drops that are formed when spraying (while keeping the overall
droplet size distribution approximately the same size)
• There is an optimal range that is sought that maximizes efficacy while minimizing droplet drift. (i.e.,
any drop size < 150 mm is labeled a “driftable fine”).
Droplet Size Distribution
Conventional
Formulation
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Oil-in-water multiphase formulations manifest different
spray patterns and resulting droplet size spectra than a
single-phase formulation (known for > 50 years but only
recently the focus of scientific investigation).
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Historical knowledge for oil-in-water atomization
• Dombrowski and Fraser (1954)
Appear to have been the 1st to document that oil-in-water emulsions lead to different atomization
patterns

• Lots of other researchers have reported similar behavior and postulation of hole
perforation in liquid sheet
Fraser et al. (1962) 1st to quantify perforation and hole growth mechanism
Observations of perforation: Butler Ellis et al. (1997).

•
•
•

Dombrowski and Fraser (1954). Phil. Transaction of Royal Society of London, Series A. Mathematics and
Physical Science, 247(924), 101-130.
Fraser, Eisenklam, Dombrowski, Hasson (1962). AIChE Journal, 8(5) 672-680.
Butler-Ellis, Tuck, Miller (1997) Crop Prot. 16:41-50.
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Historical work using mechanistic modeling (Altieri et al (2014), Cryer & Altieri (2017),
Altieri & Cryer (2018))
• Focus on atomization of two phase liquids for 2nd half of talk
• Understand the transition from a liquid sheet to individual droplets
• Studied liquid sheet break up after several holes appear within the sheet
• Nucleation of the holes (location, number, etc.) is a necessary precursor to the breakup patterns
• When and where these holes form impacts the ultimate drop size distribution
Conventional (water and
breakup via flapping of sheet)

• Altieri, Cryer, Acharya (2014), Atomization and Sprays, Vol 24:8 pp. 695-721
• Cryer and Altieri (2017), Biosystems Engineering, 163, 103-115 (2017)
• Altieri and Cryer (2018), Biosystems Engineering 169, pp. 104-114 (2018).
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Altieri et al. (2014) detailed predictions of drop size for multiphase system
t0 < t < t1

t = t0

t1 < t < t2

Weber number [dimensionless,
(We)] arises in multiphase fluid flow
when there is an interface between
two fluids

t2 < t < t3

t > t3

Model prediction

We =

𝜌 𝑈2 𝑙
𝜎

~

𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎
𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
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Altieri & Cryer (2018) overview (generalized 2-hole model)
• Liquid sheet (spray fan) modeled as a circular segment where flow emanating from a point within the nozzle
center and expands outward (sheet kinematics)

• Mass balance gives relationship between sheet thickness and radial distance t = k/x (thickness changes
with x)
• Model is proposed as two holes of unequal size and position that form and grow in liquid sheet (for
simplicity, hole position described via cartesian coordinate system)
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Hole Growth and Interaction
• Holes grow according to the Taylor-Culick velocity
• Using chain rule one obtains dt/dx = - k/x2 (k is the spray parameter ~10-7 m2)
• Sheet lengths ~ 10 mm, so x ~ 10-3-10-2 m

Obtain a non-linear algebraic system of equations
solved using standard gradient-type solvers (Radii of
holes, drop diameter of ligament breakup volume

Schematic of hole collision and ligament formation.
When hole radii equal the distance between the hole
center, an unstable ligament is assumed to
instantaneously appear.
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Atomized droplet size prediction using equal hole model
Varying hole nucleation distance
(a), hole distance (b), and hole
nucleation radius.

 Droplets size is reduced by decreasing x0, increasing d,
and increasing r0.

Varying (a) surface tension s,
and (b) spray parameter k.

 Droplet size is reduced by increasing s and increasing k. Note: spray
parameter k increases as the spray angle, qn decreases..
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2-Hole non-uniform Model in Monte Carlo Mode
Randomly sample for each iteration
• Initial size for each hole (R01, R02)
• Starting location from the nozzle reference (x0)
• Initial spacing between holes (z)
• Given the random nature for initial conditions
o Ligaments of different radii and length will occur
o Breakup of these ligaments will yield different drop
size

• Simulation results are the ensemble from all
individual MC iterations
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2-Hole non-uniform Model in Monte Carlo Mode (continued)

Predicted atomization droplet size distribution using
the unequal hole size model for 5000 iterations.
Parameter ranges used in modeling: 10 mm ≤ xoj ≤ 20
mm, 0 ≤ d ≤ 20 mm, 0 mm ≤ roj ≤ d/s.

Interlock®-in-Water emulsion sprayed at 40 psi through a
Teejet® XR8002 flat-fan nozzle (a) and simulation predictions
(5000 iterations) compared with observations (b)
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Findings: Break-up of sprayed emulsion from flat-fan nozzles using a
hole kinematics model (Altieri and Cryer, 2018)
• The 2-hole model of Altieri, Cryer, Acharya (2014) was generalized to allow holes of unequal size to collide
and form ligaments

• Correct trends in prediction of drop size as a function of model parameters were predicted
• Model used to predict droplet size distributions via choosing model inputs using uniform random variables
• Gives insight how spray parameters can be used to alter droplet size and reduce the small (driftable fine) portion of
the output distribution

• Droplet size can be increased by decreasing the nucleation distance from the nozzle, increasing hole spacing,
increasing the initial hole size, increasing surface tension, and decreasing the spray angle (e.g., increasing
the spray parameter)

• Monte Carlo simulation using the equal hole model suggest
• Dav can be increased and Driftable Fines (DF) can be decreased by
•
•
•

Nucleating holes in a range closest to the nozzle
Having a large initial spacing between the holes
Driftable fines can be potentially be eliminated if above constraints are met
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Summary
• Corteva AgriScience is committed to create sustainable solutions to serve the needs of the growing world.
Spray drift control in our formulations is one of the key sustainability drivers.
• Physical characterization as well as mechanistic modeling are being used to improve our understanding of the
ways to control the formation of driftable fines (drops finer than 150 mm).
• Two hole model provides framework (including spray angle, surface tension and hole locations) to reduce the
formation of driftable fines

• Current research is focused on the understanding of nucleation of holes (to be shared at ACS national
meeting, San Diego, Aug 2019).
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